
6.0 POWERSTROKE VGT TURBO

A scan tool with bi directional commands makes most testing 
easier



VARIABLE GEOMETRY TURBO
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Make sure the vanes on the turbo are good.



VGT TURBO

Variable geometry turbo- Changes vane position to 
increase or decrease  size of housing on turbo 
exhaust side
Vane are moved by the Unison ring
Unison ring is hooked to all internal vanes 
Unison ring rotates one way to close ports and cause 
very little flow to turbine wheel
Closed vanes creates exhaust backpressure which 
can be used to warm engine faster on cold starts 
Unison rings rotates toward open position and cause 
more direct air flow to hit turbine wheel and create 
boost pressure
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VGT TURBO

Unison ring position is controlled by VGT 
solenoid
VGT solenoid is controlled by PCM
Carbon build up causes unison ring and vanes 
to stick
May require turbo removal, disassemble and 
clean
Sticking unison ring and vanes cause power 
complaints
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VGT TURBO

Backpressure sensor reports to PCM what the 
pressure is in exhaust so PCM can trim vane 
movement in turbo
Backpressure sensor tends to go bad and pull down 
circuit causing no communication with scan tool and 
PCM communication problem which causes engine to 
stall and not run
Reflash to PCM has caused programming to ignore 
back pressure sensor
When you read backpressure with scanner it may be a 
computer generated Pid and not actual backpressure
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VGT TURBO

Oil present on air inlet tube and compressor 
wheel are normal due to crankcase ventilation 
system
Drivers side valve cover discharges excessive 
crankcase pressure and some oil into air inlet 
coating compressor wheel with oil
Air charge cooler fills with oil and cause a 
engine run away condition
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VGT CONTROL VALVE
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Cam follower

Oil drain to pan

Oil to close side of piston

Oil supply

Oil to open side
Of piston



VGT CONTROL VALVE

Control valve controlled by 
PCM
Control valve meters oil to 
either side of a piston
Oil is present on one side of 
piston - other side of piston 
will be vented
Follower on end provides 
feed back to allow vanes to 
be in a neutral position
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VGT CONTROL VALVE

Low duty cycle to control valve – equals full 
open (Vanes open)
Oil on closed side is vented off
High duty cycle – Control valve pressurizes the 
close side and vanes are closed
Open side of piston oil is vented off
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VGT TURBO

Low engine speed creates less exhaust so 
piston acts to close vanes making the turbine 
side of turbo act like a smaller turbo  
Smaller turbo works better at slower engine 
speeds because it can spool up faster
Closing vanes also creates more backpressure 
in exhaust which helps force EGR into the 
intake
We also used the closed position to help warm 
up engine during cold temperatures
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VGT TURBO

Higher engine speed piston acts to open vanes 
effectively making the turbine side a bigger 
turbo so we can move more air and build more 
power
Open position also keeps turbocharger from 
over speeding at higher engine speeds
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VGT / IDLE
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VGT SNAP THROTTLE
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VGT SOLENOID
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TURBO OIL DRAIN
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VGT SOLENOID
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TURBO OIL PIPE
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